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WATER RESCUE
TRAINING
PAYS OFF
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Assistant Executive Director
Bureau of Waterways
Pennsylvania Fish Commission

\

"There is little question that the training you are certified to
teach will contribute to an increased number of safe and
effective water rescues . . ." So reads the letter sent out by
the Boating Safety Education Section to those instructors
who have successfully completed the Commission's water
rescue training.
However, this year, that statement rings loud and clear.
Even though Hurricane Gloria did not hit Pennsylvania as
hard as the coastal states, the storm did dump a
considerable amount of rain, causing many of our rivers
and streams to flood. This flooding caused serious
problems for many residents who live along the banks of
those waters.
One case in Luzerne County concerned a family literally
washed from their home. Responding to this emergency
was the Hanover Township Fire Department, Breslau Hose
Company, a water rescue trained organization.
According to the boat operator, Jack Rudeski,"Without
the Fish Commission's Phase II training(boat handling),
we would not have been able to execute such a rescue. The
knowledge and skill gained through the course was critical
in such a hazardous situation with high, swiftly moving
water."
The Breslau crew maneuvered its boat into position to
pick up five stranded people, minutes and in one case
actually seconds away from peril.
Rescuers with basic boating and water safety skills and
knowledge, along with planning and practice, can predict
the risks to be encountered and execute safe and effective
water rescues without endangering themselves
unnecessarily. The Breslau Company did just that and
saved human lives.
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This issue's cover, photographed by Boat Pennsylvania editor Art Michaels,shows a6 a.m.summer view of
Presque Isle Inlet, looking east. If you're a sailor, let
the picture remind you ofthe slew ofstorage topics you
now need to consider. You won't want to miss the
feature on page 17, and motorboat operators will want
to check out the article that begins on page 30. In
addition, all boaters could use the information in the
articles that begin on pages 11 and 24.
Winterizing Your Water Skiing Equipment
by John M. Cornish
Follow this advice and add years to the life
of your gear
Buying a Used Runabout by Mike Bleech
Some used runabouts are excellent investments.
Others aren't. Here's how to tell the difference
Boat Storage by Seth K. C. Alexander
Proper storage now saves you money in repair
bills and gets you on the water faster next spring
Canoe-over-Canoe Rescue by Janet R. Mayer
All paddlers ought to know this maneuver
Slalom Racing by John Gephart
Here's an overview of this specialized sport
Sail Care by John Kauffman
Take care of your sails now and they'll take care
of you next spring
Boat Pennsylvania Biannual Subject Index,
Volumes 1-2
Boating Safety While Hunting by Virgil Chambers
All hunters who use their boats shouldn't
miss this information
Aids to Navigation by Fred Menke
Yes,judge a buoy by its cover, but first learn
what the colors and symbols mean
No-Lead Gasoline/Alcohol Blends and
Gasoline Recommendations by Jim Kalkofen
Better read this before you gas up
Outboard Boat Handling by Virgil Chambers
Steer your way through this capsulated course
Mid-Winter Motorboat Maintenance
by Gary Diamond
Some folks say that a boat is a hole in the water
made of fiberglass or aluminum into which you pour
money. Now,how much money depends on how much
maintenance you perform
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or most water skiers, Labor Day weekend
marks the end of the boating season. Boaters
invest a considerable amount of time and money
to clean, winterize, and prepare their boats and
motors for the cold months ahead. It is
interesting to find that the water skis and vests that are so
carefully protected during the summer season are soon
forgotten and left lying in the boat. Here are some do's and
don't's to prepare your ski equipment for the long winter
season.
All skiers, from beginners to advanced competitors, value

The first step in winterizing your ski equipment is
collecting it all in the basement or garage to allow everything
to dry thoroughly. Damp ski bindings, vests, wetsuits, and
gloves are excellent breeding grounds for mold and mildew.
Be sure to include all your life jackets and other damp
articles in your collection of equipment to dry out. The
equipment should be allowed to dry for at least one week
away from direct sunlight or extreme heat, with constant air
circulation.
During this period, a careful inventory and inspection of
equipment can be made. The long winter is a perfect time to

their ski equipment. They try to protect it so that it will last
for many seasons of skiing fun. Proper care and
maintenance does help! Skiing equipment consists of three
major components: skis, rope, and vests. Skigloves and
wetsuits are two optional equipment supplements.

make minor repairs or to send items to the manufacturer for
major reconditioning. Plans to replace equipment can also
be considered. Avoid the spring rush and don't miss the first
ski ride of the new season by getting repairs and
replacements done ahead of time. This type of winter
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Skis
The development of fiberglass skis has revolutionized
water skiing and the maintenance problems that accompany
wood skis. For those skiers who still have wooden skis,
special care should be taken to keep them in good condition.
They must be kept dry to prevent the skis from being
affected by dry rot. All nicks and scrapes should be sanded
and covered with marine spar varnish or marine enamel.
The sanding and varnishing keep the wood sealed to prevent
splintering and rotting.
Regardless of what kind of skis you have, they should not

be exposed to extreme temperatures. Skis should not be
stored next to the furnace or in some other area where
radical changes of heat or cold will affect them. The skis,
both fiberglass and wood, should be kept in a cool, dry
place. All equipment should be kept at moderate
temperatures. Extreme heat causes delamination of the skis.
Very cold temperatures can also cause structural weakness
due to the expansion and contraction of the materials.
Skis should either be stood up or allowed to lie flat
without other items leaning or stacked on them. This
prevents them from warping or bowing.
All the screws and studs should be tightened and checked.
If they are stripped, epoxy may be used to reset them. This
is very important with the newer honeycomb or core skis.
Fiberglass ski bottoms should not be waxed. The bottom
surface of a fiberglass ski is treated to glide, yet hold, in the
November'December 1985 5
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activity also builds interest and anticipation for the coming
season.
Here are some practical specifics for winterizing each
piece of ski equipment.

water. Waxing the bottom defeats this action by resisting the
water. To clean the bottom of your fiberglass ski, use a
solvent such as alcohol or thinner. Just wipe the bottom
surface with a soft cloth dampened with the solvent. Use the
solvent sparingly—excessive amounts may cause
deterioration and smearing of the graphics.
The desk or top surface of your skis also needs special
attention. Most ski surfaces are either aluminum, fiberglass,
or ABS plastic. Some paste waxes will cause the ski to turn
cloudy or milky in color, so use a standard furniture polish.
This puts a thin protective film on the ski that normally does
not cloud or discolor. You may want to check with your ski
manufacturer for suggestions regarding the waxing and care
of the skis.

handle that sells for half that amount. These lines deserve
special attention to preserve their usefulness.
Depending on the water on which you boat, you may
want to rinse your rope in clean water, removing the
discoloring chemicals and algae. The rope should be loosely
coiled and hung or stored. Do not allow the rope to be
kinked or wrapped tightly on reels or cleats. This puts a
"set" in the rope after a short time. This "set," when the rope
is straightened out and put under stress, may break strands
causing it to fray and weaken the rope. Knots also create the
same problem. A knot may even cause a rope to cut itself
after prolonged use and strain.
Handles should also be rinsed and stored. They should be
kept away from any oil or grease that could penetrate the
rubber, leaving it slippery.

Bindings
Ski bindings are almost considered a consumable item.
The rubber or vinyl deteriorates, cracks, and tears due to the
constant pulling, bending, rubbing, wetting, and drying.
They will have to be replaced every two to three years, but a
little care may prolong their life. Once your bindings have
dried out, you may want to treat them with one of the many
rubber or vinyl cleaners. These cleaners that are on the
market, such as Armour All, also treat the binding, restoring
some of its life. One caution is not to spill the solution on
the ABS plastic decks. The cleaner may react with the ink,
causing the graphics and lettering to run or smear.

Ski cases
Ski cases should only be put on skis after they are dry,
whether during summer or winter. The ski needs air to dry
and prevent mold and mildew. During the winter, the case
may be put on but left open for air circulation.

Gloves
Ski gloves are relatively inexpensive. You should expect to
have to replace your gloves at least yearly, depending on
how hard you ski. Their purpose is to take the wear off your
hands. Mold and mildew also threaten the thin material and
threads. If you wash and store your gloves, they should be
ready for spring, but plan on getting a new pair in June.

Vests
Pennsylvania requires that all boats have a U.S. Coast
Guard approved personal flotation device(PFD)for each
individual on the boat. Most skiers also have a special ski
vest. Remember that mold, mildew, and rot due to
moisture is the major enemy of these costly items.
All your PFDs should be washed with a mild soap and
water using a soft brush. Allow them to dry and store them.
Some of the ensolite rubber vests are coated with a thermal
plastic that causes the vest to stick to itself or to another
vest. The bonding of the plastic is caused by temperature
and time. In most cases, this sticking together is not a
damaging problem, but it can be avoided by dusting the
vests with baby powder or talcum powder.

Ropes and handles
Ropes and handles are commonly overlooked as needing
any care or maintenance. The average boater may use the
same rope for skiing to tie up to his friend's boat. The
advanced skiers may have a rope that retails for $40 and a
6
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Wetsuits
If you are fortunate enough to own a skiing wetsuit or
barefoot wetsuit, you'll want to make sure it is kept
properly. The mixture of body perspiration and the water
can create some odors and possible deterioration of the suit.
Wash your suit in the bathtub in warm water with Woolite
or Ivory soap. Make sure that the soap is completely rinsed
out. The suit should be air dried inside-out and then air
dried again with the outside out. Hang your suit on a large,
wide, sturdy plastic or wooden hanger. Do not use metal
hangers because they could leave small rust stains on the
shoulder areas where the suit rests. A wide, heavy duty
hanger is best so that the areas of support are distributed
over a large area. Thin hangers place all the pressure from
the weight of the suit in a small area, weakening the rubber
and eventually creating a hole. Small hangers bend from
the weight of the suit after a prolonged period.
Suits should not be folded. Folds leave marks and creases
that compress the rubber and weaken the material, leading
to tears and holes. Suits should be stored at moderate
temperatures in a dry area with some air circulation.

Dry suits
Some avid skiers are purchasing dry suits for late and
early season skiing. There are only two maintenance tasks
to perform after you have washed your suit with a soft
brush and soap and water. Once it is dry, you should rub
paraffin wax on the zipper to assist in sealing and to keep it
operating smoothly. The other important pieces of a dry
suit are the ankle, wrist, and neck seals. These seals are
made of a rubber base and will deteriorate in several years.
Powder the seals to prolong their life. Powdering the seals
also assists in the task of putting on and taking off the suit.
With proper care and maintenance, your skiing
equipment can last for many years. If you do your repairs
during the off-season, you won't be spending your skiing
time working on equipment or waiting for it to be fixed.
Your equipment's worst enemies are mold, mildew, and
being stored wet. You can change that with appropriates
maintenance.
Pennsylvanian John M. Cornish is an accomplished,
experienced teacher and water skier who operates a water
ski school at Youghiogheny Lake. He is a past two-time
national champion barefoot water skier, and recently served
as coachfor the 1985 U.S. Barefoot Ski Team, which
placed second at the World Titles.

Publications for Water Skiers
The Pennsylvania Fish Commission has available several
useful publications and booklets for water skiers.
•Boat Trailering briefly describes trailer selection,
equipment, maintenance, launching and retrieving, safety
information, and registration.
•Personal Flotation Devices is an overview on the different types of PFDs, how to use them, and how to
select them.
These two pamphlets are free, but with requests please
include a business-sized stamped, self-addressed
envelope.
•Pennsylvania Basic Boating, newly revised and
reprinted, is the Fish Commission's 84-page book on the
rudiments and requirements for Commonwealth boaters.
Chapters include information on boat types, equipment,

navigation, safety, emergency measures, and a skipper's
duties. This book is available postage paid for $1.
Send requests for these items to: Boating, Pennsylvania Fish Commission, P.O. Box 1673, Harrisburg, PA
17105-1673. Make checks payable to Pennsylvania Fish
Commission.
•Finally, Safe Water Skiing is an 8-page booklet published by the American Water Ski Association. The
booklet details information on signals, choosing where
to ski, the boat and other equipment, picking safe skis,
and other safety information for the skier and the boat
operator. The booklet is available free from the American Water Ski Association, P.O. Box 191, Winter
Haven, FL 33882.
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Buying a
Used Runabout
S
by Mike Bleech

ome used runabouts are
excellent investments. They
will give many years of
service with proper care.
Some may even appreciate
in value. Then there are the duds,
suitable only for the scrap heap. But
many unsuspecting prospective
boaters buy these unsafe,
unserviceable rigs. Sorting the gems
from the duds can be a challenge.
Runabouts, typically in the 17-foot
to 21-foot range, are the logical choice
for the first-time boat buyer. For that
matter, the runabout is all most inland
boaters even need or own. They are
suitable for short-range cruising,
water skiing, and all sorts of family
fun on lakes, reservoirs, and large
rivers, which are available in all
regions of the Commonwealth.
As a result of their popularity, there
are countless used runabouts to be
Replacement of trailer tires, or any other essential item, should befigured into the
considered. You may find them in
purchase
price of a used runabout.
barnyards and back yards wearing
weathered "For Sale" signs, advertised
in the classifieds, in used car lots, and
Pulling boats up on shore causes damage
with usually higher price tags at boat
to the keel. This kind of wear is visible on
dealers. The best buys may be in
most runabouts.
someone's driveway, but the safest
buys are at a reputable boat dealer.
Any dealer worth his salt will have
checked out the boat for safety and
performance, and will have made all
essential repairs.
Uninformed boat buyers frequently
make the mistake of purchasing a
boat at a "bargain" price, only to
learn that by the time necessary
repairs are made, the boat actually
costs a small fortune. The real,
adjusted cost of a used boat is what
the seller is asking plus the cost of
parts and labor to get it on the water
in top condition.

photos by the author
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Outboard motors

Damage to the lower unit of a motor could be a tip-off to more serious internal
engine damage.

Hulls
Most hulls of used runabouts are
either aluminum or fiberglass. There
are a few fine wooden hulls around,
but they are getting scarce and do not
fit into a general discussion on used
runabouts.
Fiberglass runabouts tend to be
more stylish than aluminum, and
more costly when new. But one of the
drawbacks of stylish things is that
they go out of style! The winged,
heavier-than-sin 'glass boats of the
early 1960s, for example, are as
grotesque as the long-finned
automobiles of the same time. This
can be turned to the advantage of the
buyer who is willing to live with
unfashionable craft.
Fiberglass does not age as
gracefully as aluminum. It dulls,
cracks, and generally deteriorates. The
aluminum is the same now as it was
30 years ago, but the compound
fiberglass is steadily changing—being
strengthened and lightened.
What it all boils down to is that
aluminum runabouts hold their value
better than 'glass runabouts. However,
this does not mean that an aluminum
boat is your best buy. Fiberglass hulls
are faster than aluminum hulls, all
other things equal. The reason is that
smooth 'glass slips through the water
with less friction than do aluminum
hulls with all their seams and rivets.
The heavy weight of many older glass
boats partially offsets this. But the
weight has an advantage, too—a
smoother ride.
10
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So, there are some decisions to be
made. Which of these features is most
important to you? You may decide on
aluminum for economic reasons, or
go with 'glass for performance
reasons. Maybe you will decide that
either will do.
The next step, after locating a few
boats that suit your taste and budget,
is to examine the hulls. Look for
damage that may affect safety or
performance, and lesser problems
which could lead to larger problems.
What is your first impression of the
appearance of the boat? Is it neat and
clean, as if it were cared for?
Examine the keel, to see that it is
straight and true. The keel could be
warped from improper storage, such
as a trailer that does not distribute the
weight of the boat over a large area.
Some keels are bent in accidents,
either on or off the water. The most
common type of keel damage is wear
near the bow caused by pulling the
boat up on shore. It is unusual to see
an older boat that does not have this
type of wear. Still, some wear is to be
expected in a used boat.
It is not unusual to see used
runabouts with damaged transoms,
caused by collision, improper
trailering, or overpowering. Scrutinize
this area for any cracks or signs that it
has been repaired. If there is wood in
the transom, check for rotting. Pick
up the motor to see if the transom is
solid. Depending on the design of the
hulls, some flex may be expected, but
not much. Repairs to the transom are
a questionable investment.

The cardinal rule when buying any
used motor is not to buy anything
that does not run. If you are buying
from a reputable dealer, you can take
the dealer's word for it, though you
would be wise to ask for a short-term
guarantee of about 30 days. If you are
contemplating buying a motor from
an individual, observe the motor in
operation. Does it start easily? Does it
run smoothly? Does it respond to the
throttle?
Major motor repairs may be
economically impractical with motors
that are more than about 10 years old.
Thus, old motors that do not run are
not a bargain at any price.
Some other items, if not included
with the boat, must be included in the
cost of the boat. You must, for
example, have an approved personal
flotation device(PFD)for each
person on board the boat. Standard
equipment in a runabout also includes
a fire extinguisher, a horn, an anchor,
rope for mooring and anchoring, a
first aid kit, a battery, running lights,
and fuel tanks if they are not built
into the boat.
One of the biggest advantages of
runabouts is that they are easily
trailered. You can take them along on
vacation with the family car.(Be sure
to check your auto manufacturer's
trailering recommendations, and keep
the weight of the boat, motor, and
trailer within these limits.) Such will
be the primary purpose of many
runabouts. Yet it is the trailer that is
most often overlooked by the boat
buyer.
Get down on the ground to check
the trailer frame for cracks and
broken welds. Check the tires for dry
rot. Inspect the lights, winch, and
tongue. Wheel bearings may be worn.
Problems in any of these areas can be
corrected, but this will cost a few
bucks.
It is not fair to expect a used craft
to be "just like new." Manmade things
wear out. So you must expect and
accept minor flaws when shopping for
a used runabout. First, be sure that all
the flaws are correctable. Then, figure
the cost of all repairs into the cost of
buying the boat. With these thoughts
in mind, a used runabout can be a
great investment in family fun.

bySeth K.C.Alexander
roper storage of your boat and
trailer during the winter can
make getting the boat ready for
spring a lot easier. When you consider
the headaches associated with dry rot,
rusty trailer wheel bearings, rotten
tires, water damage, mildew, and
other problems, this preparation can
be very important. Here are some
specific storage ideas.
Canvas covers are useful because
t hey keep your boat clean. However,
these covers shut in warm air and
moisture, the two elements that
promote wood rod and the growth of
mildew.
To prevent mildew and wood rot,
leave part of your boat cover open so
that fresh air can circulate. If your

Fp

boat is kept outdoors, exposed to
snow and rain, place a support
underneath the canvas to bear the
additional weight. Position the
support to create a slope so that
precipitation runs off.
Take out of the boat equipment like
depth finders, radios, PFDs,first aid
kits, and other gear, and store them in
a cool, dry place.
Trailer wheel bearings are a
constant problem because water
frequently gets into the hubs. Water
may not damage the wheel bearings
during the boating season because it
circulates each time you use your
trailer. But during winter storage, the
water stays in contact with the small
bearing surface for extended periods.
This contact causes rust. Then when
you use the trailer next spring, the

Art Michaels

Boat Storage
rust causes friction and heat, which
causes the grease to run out, so that
the bearings burn out. This leads to
trailer breakdown.
The best way to prevent this
breakdown is to repack the wheel
bearings with grease at the end of
each boating season.
Also during the winter, trailer tires
need to be turned occasionally to
prevent rot. In fact, for long storage
periods, it's a good idea to block the
trailer up off the ground and remove
the wheels.
If all goes well and you follow these
few tips on boat and trailer storage,
you could be first on the water next
spring.
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Here's a rescue that canoeists should learn when a
capsizing occurs a great distance from shore.

Canoe-over-Can
111111 I
Editor's note: Special thanks goes to
Memorial Lake State Park, Department of Environmental Resources
Bureau of State Parks,for permission
to photograph the canoe-over-canoe
rescue sequence.
nyone who has enjoyed
the boating opportunities
at one of our many state
parks has probably seen
a canoe capsize at least
once if not more often. Typically, the
boaters in the situation are able to muscle their way to the shore, and survive
the ordeal without much distress. Unfortunately, that is not always the case.
If you follow the directions in this
article, and study the photos, you
should be able to transform yourself
from a normal boater into a hero in just
a few moments.

A

by Janet R. Mayer
Without doubt,every time people are
involved in any type of boating mishap,
the first priority is to the victims. It is
most critical that they are accounted
for, and that all emergency care needed
is offered as soon as possible. When a
canoe capsizes in a calm lake under
most conditions, however, the victims
are quickly turned into swimmers, and
they usually suffer no additional injuries.
Assuming that all victims are accounted for and uninjured, the next
step in the process of returning the boat
and boaters to a successful adventure is

to get the boat out of the water. typical recreational canoe full of water
weighs approximately one ton, which
immediately eliminates the possibility
of simply throwing it into the air to
empty it.
As you approach the canoe, you
should begin to offer verbal commands
to the "swimmers" to assure them that
you do indeed know how to help.
Direct them to hold onto the boat and
wait until you get closer.
The look on a person's face who realizes that a completely swamped canoe
will still float is always entertaining! So
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1. When the victims are holding onto the rescue boat,push their canoe perpendicular to the rescue canoe.Be certain to keep
their canoe upside down or on its side while pulling it up and across your craft.

• —
2. Keep pulling the victims' canoe across yours until it is completely out of the
water. Be carefulso that you don't pinch yourfingers on your canoe's gunwales as
you pull the other canoe across.

photos by Art Michaels

many people believe that canoes will fill
with water and surge to the bottom of
the waterway.
Approach the canoe in a quick, controlled manner to prevent a double
mishap. Position your canoe directly
alongside the swamped canoe and lock
the gunwales by joining both with your
hands. Be careful, of course, not to
pinch yourself between the two boats.
Direct the victims to move handover-hand to opposite ends of their
canoe while maintaining contact at all
times. Once they reach the ends of the
craft, they are to transfer to the rescue
boat and remain at opposite ends. If
there are two people in the rescue boat,
each should be able to keep an eye on
the victim he or she is facing while executing the operation.
Once the victims are secured to your
craft, push the swamped canoe out so
that it is perpendicular to your canoe.
Usually, one of the two rescuers will
have to move forward to help maneuver
the swamped boat. Turn the canoe
upside down,or onto its side,and begin
to pull it up onto and across your canoe.
As it is pulled up onto the rescue boat,
the water will spill out of it, if it remains
upside down or on its side.
Be certain that you do not pinch your
fingers under the canoe that is being
pulled up onto your boat.
Once the canoe is completely across
your canoe,flip it into the upright position and slide it into the water. Pull the
canoe parallel to your canoe,and direct
the victims to return (hand-over-hand)
to the opposite side of their craft. Have
the victims climb aboard while you continue to lock the gunwales, and reach
over to assist them as they climb in, if
necessary.
After all victims are safely in their
craft, you can assist them in retrieving
all loose equipment,and then continue
your own adventure.
Caution: When you begin to reach
out into the water to get ahold of the
swamped canoe to start to pull it onto
your craft, you may have to lean farther
out than usual. The extension of the
swamped canoe will allow you to lean
so far over that you can actually dip the
gunwale of your craft into the water
without capsizing, providing you move
slowly with control.
If the canoe capsizes or swamps in a
river,try to get the canoe to shore rather
than attempt the canoe-over-canoe

3. Flip the canoe into an upright position to prepare it to go back into the water.

-v74

4. Slide the canoe into the water without losing contact.

5. Pull the canoe parallel to yours, lock gunwales, and direct the victims one at a
time to move hand over hand to the center, and "hop in."

6. After all victims are safely in their canoe, assist them in retrieving allfloating
gear.
rescue. The canoe-over-canoe rescue
should be used only if the distance to
shore is too great, or the river is wide.
Be certain to keep the rescue craft at the
upstream end of the swamped canoe.
When emptied, the canoe should be
pushed back downstream.
If the canoe-over-canoe rescue is to
be done and a strong wind is present,
the rescue craft should approach and

remain on the downwind side of the
swamped boat.

Janet R. Mayer is special programs
coordinator in the Fish Commission
Bureau of Waterways. She also serves
on Boat Pennsylvania's Editorial Advisory Committee.
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Slalom Racing
by John Gephart

Here is a paddler's
introduction to
slalom racing.
ension builds as you wait
to start; 5-4-3-2-1-GO!
You are off. The stop
watch is running.
Adrenalin is flowing, you
are paddling in high gear, and your
mind is racing to remember the
sequence of moves that you have
practiced. A blur of red and green
poles flashes by as you thread your
way through the slalom course. You
are dodging rocks, then paddling
through some large standing waves.
With a quick turn, you angle into an
eddy, accelerate quickly, and pass
through an upstream gate. As you hit
the main flow of current, you lean
downstream again and spin the boat
around in preparation for the next
gate. You pass through a hydraulic,
then spin the boat around as you
paddle backwards through the reverse
gate. Your paddle hits a slalom pole
and you pick up a 5-second penalty.
The next gate is on the other side of
the river. Setting your angle, you ferry
across, using the power and flow of
the river to your advantage. Your
arms are now starting to ache and
your breathing is labored, but you
push on knowing that there are only a
few more gates separating you from
the finish line. Another 5-second
penalty touch as you clear the last
gate and start the sprint to the finish.
As you cross the finish line, your
elasped time on the course is recorded.
Any penalties you have incurred are
then added to the elasped time, and
the combined total yields your score.
Each racer is allowed two runs down
the course.
This description of a slalom race
might sound foreign to many
experienced paddlers. But canoeists

T

and kayakers who are unfamiliar with
slalom racing could discover a new
world by taking a closer look at this
unusual aspect of the sport. Here's an
overview of slalom racing for
paddlers.
The optimum slalom run would be
to paddle fast and stay "clean" by
avoiding penalties while negotiating
the course. In slalom racing, though,
you sometimes trade off some speed
for accuracy, or vice-versa. The more
successful racers paddle all out and
gradually eliminate the penalties with
experience. Slalom racing, in addition
to the competitive excitement it
provides, also carries over to
recreational whitewater river running.
The boat handling techniques,
training, precision, and finesse used in
racing help hone your river-running
paddling skills.

The course
The average slalom course is a
quarter-mile to a half-mile long and
consists of approximately 25 gates.
Each gate consists of an overhead
crossbar, a placard indicating the gate
number, and two painted wooden
poles(one green and one red). The
gate is suspended over the water by a
wire that is attached to a tree or pole
on each side of the river. The red and
green gate poles are adjusted so that
they dangle approximately 4 inches
above the water's surface. The gates
are usually positioned in locations
requiring the racer to paddle through
hydraulics, around rock obstructions,
through haystack waves, etc. As a
paddler negotiates a gate, he must
pass through the gate with the green
pole always on his starboard or right
side. The three types of gates used on
all slalom courses are downstream
gates, reverse gates, and upstream
gates.

Organization
The rules and regulations
established by the International Canoe
Federation (ICF) are followed in this

country and throughout the world.
The American Canoe Association
(ACA)through its National Slalom
Whitewater Committee Division
oversees and sanctions races here in
the United States. The ACA requires
that certain safety standards be met at
all ACA-sanctioned races. Mandatory
requirements such as wearing
approved PFDs, helmets for deckedboat paddlers, adequate boat flotation
making boats unsinkable, end lines
and grab loops, safety boats at the
finish, etc., are strictly enforced.
Organized ACA-sanctioned races
have had an exceptional safety record.

Rules
Gate judges are positioned along
the slalom course to observe and
record any penalties incurred by the
racers. The gates must be negotiated
in their sequential numerical order.
Failing to make a gate, running it out
of sequence, accidentally flipping your
boat in a gate, or missing a gate, result
in a 50-second penalty. If the
paddler's, body, boat, or paddle
touches a pole, there is a 5-second
penalty. Once touched, the pole is
considered "dead" and further touches
do not result in penalties.

Boats
Slalom racers use both decked and
open boats for racing. Decked boats
consist of kayaks or K-1's(where the
solo paddler sits in the boat and uses
a double-bladed paddle), C-1 (a
slightly wider boat that the paddler
kneels in and propels with a canoe
paddle), and the C-2(a two-person
version of the C-1). Slalom decked
boats have gradually evolved over the
years from heavy (30-40 lbs.) highvolume boats into lighter weights(15
to 25 lbs.) and lower volume. The
modern low-volume slalom boat with
its flat, narrow tapered bow and stern
allows racers to "sneak" the ends of
their boats under the gates without
touching the poles."Sneaking" a gate
is legal and often saves valuable time
November'December 1985
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It's hard to get an accurate idea of
how a racer is doing because you see
only one section of the slalom course.
Still, you can tell how "clean" a racer
is as he or she negotiates the gates in
the part of the race you're watching.
Remember that the racer may be
zipping through gates in your section,
but perhaps the racer has been slower
on the course before your section, and
you can't count how the racer will fare
below your position.
You can often obtain from race
officials separate sheets that list all
competitors by number. Write a
competitor's score after the first run
when it's posted at the race
headquarters. Then note the race
leaders and observe them carefully on
the second runs.

on a slalom run. Open boats are of
the more traditional canoe design.
Most of these boats were specifically
designed for slalom racing and for
negotiating more difficult water than
the standard recreational family
canoe.

Races
Every two years international world
championship slalom races are held.
Almost all the previous world
championships have been held in
Europe. The United States has never
yet hosted a world championship, but
this will change because the ICF has
chosen the United States to host the
June 1989 world championship slalom
and wildwater races on the Savage
River near Bloomington, MN.
On the more local level,
Pennsylvania plays host to many
slalom races in the spring and fall
each year. Most of the ACAsanctioned slalom races in
Pennsylvania are organized and run
by local canoe clubs. The races are
held statewide on rivers and creeks
such as the Youghiogheny and Lehigh
rivers, Tohickon Creek, Spring Creek,
Codorus Creek, and Swatara Creek.
A popular group of slalom races,
called "The Pennsylvania Cup Series,"
was organized in 1977 and is held
each fall in September and October.
These five races, each held in a
different part of the state, were
designed to provide first-time,
beginner, or novice racers a chance to
compete against paddlers of
comparable skill. Many of these
beginners have gone on to win
national and international races.
If you are a recreational paddler
interested in trying slalom racing or a
prospective spectator (spectators are
always welcome to attend races), you
can secure more information about
slalom racing from the American
Canoe Association, P.O. Box 148,
Lorton, VA 22079. In addition, be
sure to check the "Calendar" column
in Boat Pennsylvania for the dates
and locations of races in
Pennsylvania.
John Gephart is a slalom racer, river
runner, and member and pastpresident ofthe Canoe Club of
Greater Harrisburg. He is also a
canoe and kayak instructorfor the
ACA and the American Red Cross.

Sail Care
by John Kauffman

he proper care of your
sails pays off in several
ways. Foremost is the
safety of having reliable
power for your boat. A
marginal sail will fail in a storm,
precisely the time when you need it
most. Keeping failures to a minimum
also reduces the need for risky repairs
while under way. A second benefit is
the additional performance provided
by sails in top condition. Furthermore, careful attention to your sails
can prolong the life of your
investment.
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Inspection
The first step in caring for your
sails is to make a thorough inspection.
Carefully check areas where the sail
has contact with the hull or rig: the
foot seam, luff rope, and where the
spreaders or shrouds chafe the genoa
and main. Check the slides or shackles
on the headsail luff, particularly near
the head and tack. Inspect the
stitching in the seams, especially
where there is flapping in the leech.

Spinnakers should be carefully laid
out on a clean, dark surface and
inspected for pinholes. If there is a
pattern of holes, where did they come
from? A protruding wire from the
headstay cable, sharp edges on a
turnbuckle, and unfinished fiberglass
around the 'chute storage
compartment are frequent culprits.
Take a look at the cover panel on
roller furled sails, too. Check for seam
failure and sun damage.
The batten pockets should be
inspected. Are any sewn-in battens
split or broken? Are the pocket ends
worn? Is the elastic still pliable and
the closure strong? Now is a good
time to cut and stow a few extra
battens.

Repairs
Fittings are easy to replace,
especially if you practice on an old sail
first. Bent or broken cornerboards can
be replaced with a pop riveter. The
trick is to drill holes in the board to
align with the existing holes in the
layers of sailcloth.

Replacement rings are installed in
holes by three steps. First, remove the
old ring, clean out the old stitching,
and align the cloth. Then insert the
new ring and hand-sew a series of
double stitches around the
circumference. Lastly, add the liner
and press out the flange with a punch.
Without a punch the flange can be
bent with a series of light hammer
strokes worked around the edge.
Remember that it is far easier to
replace a bent ring than it is to
reconstruct an entire corner that was
ripped out by a ring left to completely
fail.
There are three types of rips that
can be repaired by most sailors: those
that require a patch, those too small
for a patch, and seam failures. Again,
practice the repairs relaxing at home
so when the need arises you will have
the skill and confidence to do a good
job.
On a large rip, trim the cloth for
another inch around the hole. Cut an
adhesive-backed Dacron patch to 1/
12
inches larger than the trimmed hole.

illustrations — Ted Walke

On a large rip,
trim the cloth
another inch
around hole.

Then apply an
adhesive-backed
Dacron patch to
x½ inches lar
than the,tri mecl
le.

clew
Cut the patch so that the direction of
the warp will be the same as the
orientation of the warp in the sail.
Draw lines around the patch I and 11
/
2
inches from the edge. Sew two rows of
stitching along the lines using a zigzag about 3'g-inch wide. On a heavy or
large sail this stitching is done with
the sail held vertical and two people
passing a needle through and back
with pliers.
A small rip can be repaired without
a patch. The problem is that the
threads parallel to the rip will pull out
of the fabric as it is stitched. To
overcome this, sear the edges with a
match or hot metal blade. The trick is
to melt the threads just enough to fuse
them to the cross threads. Excess
melting will create a gap. Start an inch
below the rip and sew the sealed cloth
together using the Herringbone Stitch.
Repairing a seam is easier than
fixing a rip. Seam failure is usually
due to rotted or torn thread, so the
repair is actually replacing stitches,
not reconstructing the cloth. Remove
the old thread until you have worked
out to an undamaged section. Trim
the old thread, leaving enough to tie
off the old stitching. Then resew with

new thread passing through the same
holes. Begin well before the damage,
sew through, and end well into the
good seam on the far side.

Cleaning sails
Sails are cleaned not only to
preserve the threads of the cloth, but
also to maintain the surface finish.
Damage to the sail rarely occurs in
the cleaning, but inadequate rinsing
can cause problems. The cloth is
resistant to sunlight as long as the pH
is neutral(about pH 7). If the cleaner
leaves an alkaline(above pH 7)
residue on a Dacron sail, or a nylon
sail is left with an acid (below pH 7)
residue, the sail is more prone to sun
damage.
Begin the wash with a good rinse.
The sail can be spread out on a lawn,
but the grass may be affected by the
soap of several sails washed in one
day. Lightly scrub the sails with a soft
brush dipped in soapy water. Strong
soaps are dangerous to the sail's
finish, so stick with a mild
dishwashing liquid. Attaching the
brush to a pole means you can remain
standing and not have to put your
body weight on the sail. If there is an

oil stain and the fabric is not affected,
leave it alone. Solvents may damage
the cloth's finish.
Now the key to a good wash: the
rinse. Thoroughly hose down the sail,
then move it to another part of the
yard. Hose it again. Purchase pH
paper from a chemical supplier or
drug store, but get full range paper
(yellow-orange), not the blue or red
litmus paper. Lay a strip of paper in a
drop of water that has been sitting on
the sail for more than a minute after
the last rinse. The paper should read
pH 7 on the scale. Re-check drops in
the seams of the sail because soap
residue can linger there. If the pH
varies from 7, re-rinse the sail.

Storage
There are two ways to fold a sail:
flaking and rolling. Flaking a sail is
done by two people: one at the clew,
and one at the tack. Panels of the
body are brought down and stacked
over the foot panel in the manner of
an accordian or road map. Adjust the
last fold to leave the headboard
hanging out from the stack. Then
work from the tack to the clew,
folding the sail over and over in a

Herringbone Stitch
Start an inch
below the rip
and sew the
sealed cloth.

6" PVC pipe

Keep roll as large in
diameter as possible.

"Rolling a Sail"

square. In the end you should have a
flat, square package with the head and
clew exposed, ready to attach the
halyard and thread the boom track.
Always mark the sail's identification
on the clew. It will be visible when
folded, and the clew is a lot easier to
check when the sail is hoisted from the
head!
A problem with flaking sails is that
creases begin to form where the sail is
refolded again and again. The
advantage is that the final package is
convenient to transport and store.
Most world-class sailors roll their
sails. Starting at the head, have two
people roll the sail, one down the luff
and the other down the leech. Large
sails require a third crew to support
the middle. Keep the leech even as
you roll, for two reasons. First is to
avoid twisting the sewn-in battens
(even removable battens can be left in
when rolling), and second is to keep
the luffs bolt rope from piling up on
top of itself. The first few rolls bend
the headboard at a sharp angle, so
keep the roll as large in diameter as
possible. A further aid to keeping
racing sails in perfect condition is to
roll them on 6-inch PVC pipe.

Although rolling sails makes them
more difficult to store and transport,
the sails will have a longer life.
Sail bags serve more than just as a
"container" role. The outside should
be clearly marked to identify the sail
within. The identification system
should be discernible even when the
bag is in a stack of sails. We use a
two-tiered system. The color of the
bag denotes the type of sail: blue-jib.
red-main, white-spinnaker. Then on
the bag is stenciled the identification
of that sail:"AP"for the all-purpose,
"HR"for our heavy air reaching
'chute, and so forth. The identification
should go at both ends of a rolled
bag, on the edges of a flaked bag.
Also, stencil on the name or number
of your boat.
A second function of a sail bag is to
assist in setting the sail, particularly
for headsails and spinnakers which are
changed under way. Web loops or
light tie lines should be sewn so that
the bag can be attached on deck in
position for the sail change. Having
the sail bag secured avoids the danger
of it sliding around the foredeck, or
off and into the water.
Finally, the bag should contribute

to good storage of the sail. Cut the
bags, and thus fold the sail, to use
your storage space efficiently below
decks. Install eyelets in the bag to
provide ventilation for the fabric.
Sail care is needed at three times.
First is the routine maintenance of
proper inspection and folding after
each use. Second is the occasional
cleaning and repair. And last is the
emergency repair: often under way, at
the most inappropriate moment, and
thus dangerous. Proper attention to
the former avoids the latter.

Sailing publication
Sailing in Pennsylvania is a
brochure published by the Pennsylvania Fish Commission that details
useful information for sailors.
Included is information on the Inland
Rules of the Road, sailboats with
auxiliary motors, sailing on Fish
Commission lakes, PFD requirements, cold-water hazards, and other
safety ideas.
For a free copy, send a businesssized self-addressed, stamped envelope
with requests to: Boating, Pennsylvania Fish Commission, P.O. Box
1673, Harrisburg, PA 17105-1673.
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Dedicated to the sound conservation of our aquatic resources, the protection and
management of the state's diversified fisheries, and to the
ideals of safe boating and optimum boating opportunities.

EXECUTIVE OFFICE

Wefigured on seeing something like this sooner or later, but still, we're
delightedfor thefree advertising it brings. Do you have a Pennsylvania
talking tag with a boating-related message? We'd love to see it, so send us a
color or black-and-white print(no color slides) that's at least 31
/
2 inches by 5
inches. We can't pay contributorsfor these pictures, but we will print the
names ofthe plate owners with each one we publish. Send talking tag
pictures to: The Editor, Boat Pennsylvania, P.O. Box 1673, Harrisburg, PA
17105-1673. The deadline is February 26, 1986. Ifyou want your picture
returned, be sure to include a self-addressed, stamped envelope.

Publications for
Motorboat Operators
The Fish Commission has available
many useful publications, guidesheets,
and books for motorboat operators.
Here are some that may interest
readers.
•Boat Trailering describes trailer
selection, equipment, maintenance,
launching and retrieving, safety
information, and registration. This
pamphlet also includes storage tips.
•Personal Flotation Devices is a
pamphlet that offers an overview on
the different types of PFDs, how to
use them, and how to select them.
•Marine Fire Extinguishers, another
pamphlet, describes the different kinds
of devices available with other useful
information.
•I Just Bought a Boat! Now What
Do I Do? is a pamphlet that specifies
important information for the newboat owner. Topics include
registration, which forms to fill out,
and requirements for safety.
The four pamphlets above are free,
but with requests include a legal-sized
stamped, self-addressed envelope.
Here are more publications.
•Pennsylvania Basic Boating, recently
revised and reprinted, is the Fish
Commission's 84-page book on the
rudiments and requirements for
Commonwealth boaters. Chapters
include information on boat types,
20
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equipment, navigation, safety,
emergency measures, and a skipper's
duties. This book is available postage
paid for SI. Make checks payable to
Pennsylvania Fish Commission.
•Summary of Boating Regulations
1985 is mailed with each new and
renewed boat registration, but if you'd
like an additional copy, it is available
for free.
Send requests for all items to:
Boating, Pennsylvania Fish
Commission, P.O. Box 1673,
Harrisburg, PA 17105-1673.

Reader Survey
Response to the Boat PA reader
survey, which appeared in the
September October issue, has been
very good. Just a few days after the
issue was published and mailed,
surveys came back by the hundreds.
Survey results are being prepared
by Dr. Fred Hockersmith,
Shippensburg University professor of
psychology and computer data
specialist. Dr. Hockersmith has
enlisted the aid of his students in his
testing and measurements classes to
enter the data on the university's
computers.
Watch for the results in future
issues of Boat Pennsylvania beginning
with the January/February 1986 issue.
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Boating Safety While Hunting
by Virgil Chambers
wo duck hunters lost their
lives in the cold waters of
the Susquehanna River.
The pair had been hunting
from a shoreside blind using a small john boat to retrieve their
kill. What caused the boat to capsize is
unknown. Perhaps one of the men
reached too far over the side and with
the current working on the bottom of
the craft it flipped. Perhaps someone
stood up to shoot. In any case, their
bodies were recovered several weeks
later. Neither was knowledgeable of
boating or water safety.
This story is all too true and occurs
too often. However, the prevention is
simple: boating and water safety
awareness.
The boater who hunts from his craft
may rarely take the time to familiarize
himself with boating and water safety
practices. Typically, he uses the craft
during the hunting season as a means of
transportation, although a brief review
of what to do in case of a capsizing or
fall overboard would be invaluable.
Survival in the water depends on two
factors: the condition of the water (is it
high, moving, or cold?) and the behavior of the victim. There is little you can
do about the condition ofthe water, but
the behavior of the victim can be
controlled.
There's an old tale that says the first
thing to do if you find yourself suddenly and unexpectedly in water over
your head is to remove your clothing
because it will drag you to the bottom.
The person who started this myth
apparently never fell into the water with
his clothes on, or if he did, he thrashed
helplessly in the water exhausting himself without knowing what to do.
Most clothing floats because air
trapped under it provides both protection from the cold and buoyancy. In
fact,the more clothing you have on,the
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better you float. The important thing to
remember is that if you do fall into
the water try to stay calm,and assume a
position on your back. Clothing can
help, and will, if you refrain from struggling or trying to swim conventionally
(crawl stroke). Quickly but carefully get
on your back and hand paddle. Disrobing in the water is an exhausting practice as well as a needless technique.
Keep in mind that heavy clothing is
not a substitute for a life jacket (personal flotation device), but with the
knowledge of proper survival behavior,
clothing left on can save your life.
If you capsize or fall overboard in
cold water, all efforts should be directed
to getting out of the water. With practice, most small boats can be righted
and re-entered. Most boats even filled
with water will support the weight of
their occupants. If at all possible right
your boat, re-enter it, and bail the water
out. If the boat has capsized and cannot
be made right, climb on top of it.
Leave the boat only if it improves
your personal safety; if rescue is not
imminent, or on moving water if a low
head dam or set of rapids is approaching, strike out for the nearest shore.
Should you capsize in moving water,
keep upstream of the craft (keep the
boat in front of you). A 15-foot boat
hurled against a rock by the current in
even a slow-moving river can have a
holding force in excess of several tons.
It would be like closing a vise on the
capsized boater who allowed himself to
be trapped in this situation.
It is important not to attempt to
stand in moving water at knee-deep
levels and deeper. The possibility of
foot entrapment is great, even in slowmoving water. Drownings have occurred when a capsized boater has had
a foot or leg caught between rocks or
under a log in a current — force of the
water will keep you submerged. Again,

the thing to do is to assume a position
on your back with your feet at the surface of the water pointed down river.
This will help you fend off rocks or
other river obstructions and keep you
from trying to stand. When you reach
deep or very shallow water, get to the
river bank.
Proper preparation is important
when using a boat while hunting. By
following these suggestions, your chances ofsurvival in an emergency increase:
• Always tell someone where you are
going and when you expect to return.
When hunting(or fishing)form a small
group and take several boats along.
• Dress properly for the cold. Several
layers of light clothing offer better protection than a single heavy layer. Next
to the diver's wet suit, wool clothing
offers the best protection.
• Always wear a personal flotation
device(PFD) when on the water. It is
extremely difficult to put on a PFD in
cold water.
Should you be so unfortunate to find
yourself suddenly and unexpectedly in
the water, think survival. Try to keep
calm and don't thrash about. If you do
have to tread water, do it slowly while
remaining on your back. This will
reduce heat loss and aid retention of air
trapped inside your clothing, which can
provide buoyancy and insulation.
Slowly hand-paddle to safety.
Enjoy the excitement of hunting
from a boat, but know the risk and
prepare yourself accordingly. Remember that a successful hunting trip is the
result of good planning, good company,good hunting skills, and attention
to safety, both in the field and
on the water.
Virgil Chambers is chief of the Fish
Commission Bureau of Waterways
Boating Education Section. He serves
as chairman of the Boat Pennsylvania
Editorial Advisory Committee.
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Aids to Navigation
nlike the roads and
highways we drive on,
the waterways in
Pennsylvania don't have
road signs that tell us
our location, the route or distance to a
destination, or of hazards along the
way. Instead, the waterways have aids
to navigation, which include buoys,
lights, markers, and signs. Here's a
straight-forward explanation of these
devices and how to distinguish
between them.
The Uniform State Waterway
Marking System(USWMS)has been
developed to indicate safe boating
channels by marking the presence of
either natural or artificial hazards.
The system is designed to satisfy the
needs of all types of small vessels, and
it supplements and is generally
compatible with the Coast Guard
lateral system.
The USWMS consists of two
categories of aids:
1.A system of regulatory markers to
indicate dangerous, restricted or
controlled areas, like speed zones and
areas set aside for a particular use, or
to provide general information and
directions.
2. A system of aids to navigation to
supplement the federal lateral system
of buoyage.

U

Regulatory markers
On federal waters, a boater can turn
to his charts, light lists, coast pilots,
and other publications for
information on natural hazards, zoned
areas, directions, distances to
supplement the knowledge that he
gets from buoys, daybeacons, and
other aids. On state waters, he has a
uniform system of water signs or
markers that by themselves convey
their messages without reference to
any publication.
State regulatory markers are
identified by international orange and
white colors. On buoys, an orange
band is near the top and bottom. On
the white area between these bands
there is a geometric shape, also in
orange. An open diamond shape
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indicates danger. A diamond with a
cross inside marks a prohibited area,
and excludes vessels from it. A circle
signifies zoning or control. Vessels
operating in such areas are subject to
certain operating restrictions. A
square or rectangular shape signals
the conveying of information, the
details of which are spelled out with
the shape.
The second category of marker in
the USWMS is the aid to navigation
having lateral or cardinal meaning. In
selecting types of buoys for use on
waters not marked by the Coast
Guard, the principal objective was to
make the state system compatible with
the federal. On a well-defined channel,
including a river or other relatively
narrow natural or improved
waterway, an aid to navigation of the
USWMS is normally a solid-colored
buoy. A buoy that marks the left side
of a channel, viewed looking upstream
or toward the head of navigation, is
colored solid black. A buoy that
marks the right side, looking in the
same direction, is colored solid red.
(This method is the same as the Coast
Guard lateral system.) On well-defined
channels, solid-colored buoys will be
found in pairs, one for each side of
the channel that they mark and
opposite each other, leaving no doubt
that the channel lies between the red
and the black buoys.

"Red, Right, Returning"
"Red, right, returning" is a widely
used phrase that helps boaters
remember the significance of the color
on channel markers. The red buoys
should be on the right when a boat is
returning from upstream and heading
toward land.

Purposes of buoys
Buoys are floating objects usually
made of plastic or metal floats of
various types and are anchored to the
bottom as aids to navigation. They
have distinctive shapes and colors as
determined by location and purpose,
and may have visual, and/or
electronic signals. They direct the

course of waterway traffic in the same
way that road markers direct
automobiles on highways.

Buoy colors
Buoys are painted various colors
and combinations of colors, according
to their locations and purposes, as
follows:
•Red: Right-hand side of a channel
(as seen from upstream).
•Black: Left-hand side of the same
channel.
•Black and white vertical stripes:
Middle of the channel. Buoy may be
passed on either side.
•White with a horizontal blue band
midway between the waterline and the
top of the buoy: Mooring.
Here are descriptions of several
types of buoys.
•Nun buoy. A conically shaped
buoy, used principally to mark the
right-hand side of a channel(the righthand side when heading in toward the
dock). When speaking of right hand
or left hand with regard to buoys,
remember that the boat in question is
approaching land from downstream.
•Can buoy. A cylindrical buoy, used
principally to mark the left-side of the
same channel. The nun and can buoys
are the only buoys whose shape has a
special significance. When a boat is
going upstream the nun buoys should
be to starboard, the can buoys to
port.
•Lighted buoy. A buoy that contains
batteries. It is surmounted by a
framework supporting a light of some
sort. Primarily a nighttime
navigational aid.
•Fixed aids. Fixed aids, called
daymarks, are often positioned along
our waterways in place of buoys.
Sometimes these aids are located on
pilings over water, or on shore. Fixed
aids are occasionally placed in line
with other fixed aids to form a
"range" to mark the center of a
channel. Aids, buoys and fixed, use
the same system of numbers, lights,
and colors.

UNIFORM STATE WATERWAY MARKING SYSTEM
OBSTRUCTION
Lateral System. Navigate to starboard facing
upstream.

CAUTION!
Controlled Area as indicated in circle such as
speed limit, no fishing,
no anchoring, ski only,
slow-no wake, no ski,
no prop boats or no ski.
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/
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MID CHANNEL
Lateral Buoyage Marking System.

MOORING BUOY.
White with reflectorized
blue band. May have
white light or reflector.

OBSTRUCTION
Lateral System. Navigate to port facing
upstream.

!!!

IN FORMATION

CHANNEL MARKER.

Tells directions, distances, places,food, repairs, supplies and
other non-regulatory
messages.

SHOAL \

Cardinal Buoyage Marking System. Navigate to
north or east of buoy.

SWIM
AREA

i
BOATS KEEP OUT!
Nature of danger may
be placed outside
crossed diamond such
as waterfalls, swim
areas or rapids.

/
/
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OBSTRUCTION
MARKER

•

Cardinal Buoyage Marking System. Do not pass
between shore and
buoy.

/-----,..

I

\
SHOAL\
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DIVERS DOWN
FLAGS
Boaters exercise caution. Required by federal law to be displayed
by divers.

DANGER!
Nature of danger may
be indicated inside the
diamond shape such as
rocks, reefs, dams,
construction or snags.

CHANNEL MARKER
Cardinal Buoyage Marking System. Navigate to
south or west of buoy.

graphics — Ted Walk.

Fish Commission Uniform
State Buoyage System
The Fish Commission has authority
over control of navigation on waters
that lie wholly within its boundaries.
This charge includes the responsibility
for establishing and maintaining aids
to navigation. Although the Fish
Commission is free to mark its waters
by any system it chooses, a uniform
system of aids and regulatory
markers, known as the uniform state
waterway marking system, has been
agreed to by all states.
With more and more trailered boats
heading to waterways, the risk for
misinterpretation of an aid to
navigation is greatly reduced by a
boater's knowledge of the uniform
waterway system.
Fred Menke is the Fish Commission
Bureau of Waterways aids-tonavigation coordinator.

Forthcoming Changes

A runabout maneuvers around a mid-channel marker.

photos by Don Carey
The diamond and cross means "boats
keep out." The specific danger is often
printed on the outside ofthe diamond.
In this case, the buoy marks a PP&L
dam.

This Lake Wallenpaupack buoy is a
special mid-channel lighted mark.
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On April 15, 1982, the U.S. Coast
Guard signed an agreement with
various member nations of the
International Association of
Lighthouse Authorities(IALA),so
that during 1982-1989, all black buoys
will become green buoys, red buoys
will stay red, and mid-channel buoys
will change from black and white
vertical stripes to red and white
vertical stripes. An added benefit of
these changes will be a boater's
increased ability to see and distinguish
between the various buoys. The old
rule of thumb,"red-right-returning,"
will remain unchanged.
Controlled areas are indicated with
buoys like this one. The specific
caution is printed in and around the
brightly colored circle.
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No-Lead Gasoline/Alcohol Blends
and Gasoline Recommendations
by Jim Kalkofen
ecent regulations by the
U.S. Environmental Protection Agency require
the removal of lead (antiknock compound) from
all gasoline by 1988 because the lead
emission in exhaust is a health hazard.
The followingare current recommendations for most gasolines containing
alcohol.The use ofany good grade regular leaded, premium, low-lead, or leadfree automotive gasolines with a minimum posted octane rating of 86 are
satisfactory for use in most outboards
and marine engines.(High-performance
models are exceptions.)
However, gasolines containing alcohol,either methyl alcohol(methanol)or
ethyl alcohol (ethanol), may cause
increased corrosion of metal parts,deterioration ofelastomer and plastic parts,
fuel permeation through flexible fuel
lines, wear and damage of internal
engine parts,and starting and operating
difficulties.
Some of these difficulties are caused
by the tendency of gasolines containing
alcohol to absorb moisture from the air,
resulting in a phase of water and alcohol
separating from the gasoline in the fuel
tank. The adverse effects of alcohol are
more severe with methyl alcohol(methanol)and are worse with increasing alcohol content.

R

Fire, explosion hazard
Fuel leakage from any part of the fuel
system can be a fire and explosion
hazard, which can cause serious bodily
injury or death. Careful periodic inspection of the entire fuel system is mandatory, particularly after storage. All fuel
components including plastic, metal, or
fiberglass fuel tanks, fuel lines, primer
bulbs, fittings, fuel filters, and carburetors should be inspected for leakage,
softening, hardening,swelling, and corrosion. Any sign ofleakage or deterioration necessitates replacement before
further engine operation.
Because ofthe possible adverse effects
of alcohol in gasoline, use only alcoholfree gasoline where possible. If only fuel

containing alcohol is available, or if the
presence of alcohol is unknown, then
increased inspection frequency for leaks
and abnormalities is required.

Gasoline-alcohol blends
Many new motor vehicle owner manuals warn about the potential damage
from using gasoline containing alcohol,
especially methanol. They cite possible
fuel system damage and performance
problems. These are just two of the
hazards that may be caused by alcohol.
These same problems as well as the additional safety risks of fire and explosion
from fuel system leaks apply to outboards and marine inboard engines.
Alcohol is also more severe in older
engines because newer engines have
materials that are more resistant to
alcohol.
Corrosion of metals may result from
the use of alcohol-gasoline blends. Portable or permanently installed fuel tanks
of metal or fiberglass, fuel filters, fuel
lines,and float bowls may be affected by
alcohol-blended fuels. Many fiberglass
fuel tanks are slowly dissolved by alcohol, leading immediately to filter and
carburetor plugging and eventually to
fuel tank failure.
Fuels containing alcohol absorb
moisture from the air. At first,this moisture remains in solution, but once the
water content of the fuel has built up to
about one-half of one percent, it separates (phase separation), bringing the
alcohol with it. This alcohol-water mixture settles to the bottom of the fuel
tank, and if this mixture gets into the
engine, engines can be seriously damaged internally, because this mixture
may wash the protective oil film off the
bore ofany cylinder that it enters. Before
the engine can be restarted, it is necessary to remove the separated alcohol
and water layer,flush out the fuel system
with clean fuel, and remove and dry the
spark plugs.

Boat, motor storage
When operating an outboard motor
or marine inboard engine on gasoline
containing alcohol, storage of gasoline
in the fuel tank for long periods should
be avoided. Long storage periods,

common to boats, create unique problems. In cars, alcohol-blend fuels normally are consumed before they can
absorb enough moisture to cause trouble, but boats are often idle long enough
for phase separation to take place. In
addition, internal corrosion may occur
during storage if alcohol has washed
protective oil films from the internal
components.
If a boat is to be placed in winter
storage, carburetors must be run dry at
idle RPM.Permanent fuel tanksshould
be drained completely and gasoline
stabilizer and conditioner added to any
fuel remaining in the tank. Portable fuel
tanks should be emptied completely.
Furthermore,coat the internal engine
parts with a storage seal. Follow the
directions on the container.This coating
reduces the possibilities ofinternal parts
becoming rusted from moisture accumulation during storage.
The effects of gasoline blended with
ethanol and methanol are still being
evaluated by the United States Coast
Guard, the National Marine Manufacturers Association, and engine and boat
manufacturers.

Jim Kalkolen is publicity coordinator
for Mercury Marine.
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byVirgilChambers
he fundamental factor
for safe boat operation
is knowledge of boating
safety and handling
skills. Here is a
capsulated course on the techniques
and maneuvers that you should
develop to become more proficient in
boat handling.
Your knowledge of boating before
on-the-water practice should include
rules of the road, general boating
safety, legal requirements, trailering
skills, and boat operation theory.
Nevertheless, there is no substitute
for the knowledge gained from actual
experience. However, reading and
study provides background as well as
the necessary boat handling theory.
The art of boat handling may be
defined as the application of
knowledge and skill acquired by
study, observation, and experience.
Remember that not all boats handle
the same way. Nothing replaces firsthand experience and practice with a
particular boat.

T

Objectives
Practicing these skills should help
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any boater accomplish the following:
1)Operate the boat through a set of
maneuvers which reflects proficiency
in boat handling ability (powered and
manual operation—see slalom run
and maneuvering run).
2) Maneuver the boat accurately
against a dock from both port and
starboard side.
3) Re-enter the craft from deep water
after falling or jumping overboard
(The motor should be turned off
whenever anyone is in the water in the
vicinity of the boat, especially during
training sessions).

Background
Knowledge of your boat's
construction and how it reacts in
different situations is crucial to safe
boat handling. Experienced operators
are familiar with the specific
characteristics of their boats. They
know the limitations of their boats in
varying weather and water conditions,
and they are aware of the risks and
dangers involved when they get under
way in less than ideal conditions. Still,
they get under way with confidence in
their ability to handle their boats in a
variety of conditions.

Stopping, turning, backing
For safety and convenience,
determine as soon as possible what
you can expect from your craft under
all operating conditions. It is
particularly important to know the
boat's stopping distance at various
speeds after the throttle has been
closed. The "carry" can be checked by
using a buoy as a reference point,
noting how far the stopping distance
varies, not only at different speeds but
also with changes of weight in the
boat and with wind and water
conditions. Accurate estimates of
stopping distances under all
conditions of operation can be made
only with practice and experience.
The same buoy, if it is not moved
through the water by the wind, can be
used to determine the turning radius
of the boat. Clockwise and counterclockwise turns at slow speeds should
be practiced and compared. There
may be marked differences between
the two because of propeller angle and
engine torque.
A "feeling" for a boat's behavior
develops by doing several gradual
turns at various speeds, followed by
tighter ones at low speed. Normal
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operation seldom calls for a sudden,
tight, high-speed turn. If one is
attempted, centrifugal force may flip
the boat or toss the occupants
overboard.
Operating a boat through a maze
course at various speeds is an
excellent way to learn how it
responds, and at the same time it gives
the operator an opportunity to
develop boat handling skills.
Be sure the reverse lock is in the
"lock" position when practicing
backing maneuvers. Backing should
be done at low speed to control the
boat and to prevent taking water over
the transom.
The motor cannot tilt while it is
being operated in reverse, so to
prevent damage to the motor or to the
boat while backing up, take care to
keep the lower unit from hitting the
bottom or an underwater object.
One of the best ways to judge the
competence of a boat handler is to
observe the manner in which the boat
is handled, specifically in a situation
where precise control is required. The
boat handler who maneuvers a boat
with seemingly little effort—with no
wasted motion or action—is a skilled
operator.

The following exercises can help
you develop skill and fitness in boat
handling. Remember that practice
makes perfect.
4 -rpl
•Slalom. This is a race against time
over a zigzag or wavy course between
obstacles (buoys). The exercise
develops control in handling a craft,
through proper timing of
maneuvering skills. Different craft will
have different handling characteristics.
•Basic maneuvering run. Maneuver
I —Proceed forward through the
markers, turn to starboard (right)

forward through again, and turn to
port (left) and forward again through
the markers. Maneuver 2—Reverse
(backward) outside the marker on the
right, angle forward through the
markers. Reverse outside on the left,
and angle forward through the
markers.
Doddng

•Docking. The boat must approach
the dock at an angle (consider wind
and current conditions) and accurately
dock between a set of markers
extending out from the dock. The
area between the markers should be
three feet longer than the craft. The
operator maneuvers the boat toward
the dock without making contact with
the markers or the dock.
The operator should attempt
docking from both port and starboard
sides. Time is started as the boat
passes a start buoy and ends when the
boat is parallel to the dock.
Proficiency is measured by how
quickly yet smoothly the operator can
complete the basic maneuvering run
and docking procedure. Time
penalties should be assessed when a
marker or dock is touched.
Learning to handle a boat
proficiently and confidently takes
practice. It's a skill you can master if
you use these ideas.

Virgil Chambers is chief ofthe
Commission Bureau of Waterways
Boating Education Section.
November'December 1985
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MAINTENANCE
by Gary Diamond

t wasn't too many years ago
when most boat owners didn't
have to do anything more than
shoot a little oil in each cylinder
of their outboards and throw a
tarpaulin over their boats, and they
were prepared for the worst that winter
could dish out. The majority of the
boats miraculously survived the colder
months and required little or no repairs
when spring arrived. However, of the
craft that didn't make it through the
winter, 90 percent of the problems
could have been prevented with a little
mid-winter maintenance.
If your outboard hasn't already been
winterized by the time the snow flies,
there's a good chance it's too late, and
any damage that would take place has
already occurred. This bad news holds
true even for those who store their
motors in garages or basements. Pistons
often adhere to cylinder walls regardless of the temperature, if they're not
protected with a coating of sticky oil.
Motor oil or outboard oil will not
properly do the job because it's not
adherent enough to stick to the metal
parts. A fogging oil sprayed through the
carburetor while the engine is running is
the only sure-fire method of coating all
metal parts of the engine. Even after
fogging, you should periodically turn
the engine over at regular intervals to
prevent pistons from sticking to the
cylinder walls. Don't start the engine,
just turn the engine over for a few
seconds. This keeps the moving parts
free.
If you live in one of Pennsylvania's
more rural areas where field mice are a
problem, you'll find that they can do
lots of engine damage during midwinter. The mice are constantly looking
for some place to call home. In many

I
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instances, home could be under your
motor cover. When they run out of
available food, the mice often eat the
insulation from your wiring harness.
It's a good idea to check under the
motor cover several times during the
winter for these pesky rodents.

than removing the snow from the boat,
there's really nothing you can do to
prevent deterioration of the hull finish.
Accumulated snow can also cause
trailer damage by placing undue weight
on the frame,rollers,springs,axles,and
wheels.

Power trim and tilt

Batteries

Many larger outboards have power
trim and tilt units to make raising and
lowering the motor easier.The units are
usually operated by means of hydraulic
pistons, which also can stick if you let
them sit for long periods. Spray the
lifting rods with a good coat of WD-40
or a similar lubricant at least once a
month during the winter and they'll
remain in good operating condition
when spring arrives.
The electric motor that drives the
hydraulic unit in many cases is completely sealed. Unfortunately, it is not
totally waterproof and often condenses
moisture inside. I've experienced this
particular problem, and the only solution is to remove the sticking motor,
disassemble it carefully, and clean all
parts with WD-40 or a similar lubricating agent. The desiccants in WD-40
also remove any accumulated moisture
that could cause corrosion. When reassembling the drive motor, be sure to
seal all fittings with"0"rings or silicone
gasket cement to prevent leakage.
Accumulated snow in your boat or
on the cover can also cause problems.
The weight ofthe snow—especially wet
snow—is enough to tear your boat
cover. Be sure to remove any snow that
accumulates as soon as possible, but be
sure to use a broom or brush that will
not damage canvas or poly covers.
Uncovered boats face severe problems from snow damage, and other

Hopefully, you have stored your
battery and tires indoors for the winter.
This provision alone makes them last
considerably longer. The tires should be
periodically sprayed with silicone to
prevent dry rot. Once a month is usually
sufficient. The battery will last years
longer if it's stored in a charged state
and routinely checked with a hydrometer to ensure that it stays charged. A
specific gravity reading of 1.275 is
normal for a fully charged, lead acid
battery. When charging the battery, be
sure to hook the charger to the battery
before you plug it into the wall outlet.
After charging, unplug the charger
from the wall outlet first. This prevents
sparks that could trigger an explosion.
When a battery explodes, the force is
similar to that of a hand grenade.
Casting fragments become missiles,and
acid is sprayed on everything in an area
the size of your basement. Several
deaths occur every year due to careless
handling of batteries, so be careful.
Inboard-powered craft also require
periodic mid-winter maintenance. Ifthe
craft has an outdrive unit, be sure that it
is stored in the down position so that
any accumulated moisture drains freely.
Any water left in the outdrive unit can
freeze, expand, and possibly crack the
unit. By establishing a routine ofturning
the engine over,tilting the outdrive unit
up and down, and removing accumulated snow, you'll have few, if any,

repairs to perform when spring arrives.

Steering parts
Tilt pin steering assemblies are always
a headache. Most of the problems take
place during storage and can be prevented. The steering arm assembly is
made of stainless steel, but unfortunately, the tube is made of aluminum.
The aluminum corrodes and must be
kept lubricated at all times or it will
freeze solid to the arm. If this has
already occurred, you'll have to tap the
end of the arm gently with a plastic
mallet to break it free, spray it with
WD-40,and hope for the best. I've seen
steering assemblies corroded to the
point where the only way they could be
removed was by heating them with a

torch and driving the arms out with a
heavy hammer.
Be sure to routinely lubricate any
metal parts that are subject to corrosion
from the elements. Ball hitch, lug nuts
and studs, rollers, bearings, and wiring
connections are all vulnerable to the
ravages of winter. Spraying them with
WD-40 at regular intervals of two or
three weeks will more than triple their
life expectancy.
Finally, a boat has been described as
a hole in the water made offiberglass or
aluminum that you pour money into.
That amount of money depends totally
on how much preventive maintenance
you perform—even during mid-winter.
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